Toxopneustes pileolus

ABDOMEN; ERUPTIONS; pustules (9)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; cramping, griping (352)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; cutting; Umbilicus; region of; flatus; passing, amel. (2)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; drawing; Ilium, crest of (4)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; drawing; motion, on (3)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; General; hunger, during (2)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; General; sudden (1)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; pressing; Hypogastrium (102)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; eating, after (4)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; Ileocecal region (7)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; Iliac region (22)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; Iliac region; expiration, on (1)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; Iliac region; right (1)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; Iliac region; stooping, on (2)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; Ilium, crest of (15)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; Sides; right (25)
ABDOMEN; PAIN; stitching, sticking, etc.; Umbilicus; sides; left (7)
ABDOMEN; PERSPIRATION (20)

BACK; PAIN; burning; cervical region; extending; shoulders, to (1)
BACK; PAIN; drawing; cervical region; extending; shoulders, to (9)
BACK; PAIN; drawing; cervical region; right (3)
BACK; PAIN; drawing; dorsal region; scapulae; between (39)
BACK; PAIN; drawing; dorsal region; scapulae; extending to neck (1)
BACK; PAIN; drawing; lumbar region; standing, while (5)
BACK; PAIN; drawing; lumbar region; stooping; agg. (4)
BACK; PAIN; dull; dorsal region; scapulae (1)
BACK; PAIN; General; cervical region; extending; head, to (28)
BACK; PAIN; General; cervical region; shoulder, and; right (2)
BACK; PAIN; General; dorsal region; breathing, hindering (7)
BACK; PAIN; General; dorsal region; motion; agg. on (6)
BACK; PAIN; General; dorsal region; scapulae; motion; agg. (6)
BACK; PAIN; General; dorsal region; scapulae; motion; agg.; arm, of (2)
BACK; PAIN; General; extending to; head; step, on every (1)
BACK; PAIN; General; extending to; pelvis (1)
BACK; PAIN; General; rising; stooping (22)
BACK; PAIN; General; sacral region; morning; waking, on (3)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; dorsal region; scapulae; between; evening (1)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; dorsal region; scapulae; between; inspiration (3)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; lumbar region; extending; abdomen, to (3)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; lumbar region; last rib (2)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; lumbar region; left (1)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; lumbar region; pressure amel. (7)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; right (2)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; sitting, while (17)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; spine; extending; spinous process of left ilium, to anterior superior (1)
BACK; PAIN; stitching, shooting; stooping, on (5)
BACK; STIFFNESS; Cervical region; left (13)
BACK; STIFFNESS; Cervical region; morning; waking, on (9)
BACK; STIFFNESS; Cervical region; right (8)
BACK; STIFFNESS; sitting; after (14)
BACK; STIFFNESS; writing (1)
BACK; TENSION; Dorsal region; scapulae; between; extending; back, down (1)
BACK; TENSION; Dorsal region; scapulae; between; moving (2)
BACK; TENSION; Dorsal region; scapulae; evening (1)

BLADDER; URINATION; frequent (218)
BLADDER; URINATION; incomplete (33)
CHEST; ERUPTIONS; axilla (20)
CHEST; ERUPTIONS; painful; axilla (1)
CHEST; ITCHING; axilla (46)
CHEST; ITCHING; axilla; heated, when body becomes (2)
CHEST; ITCHING; scratching; amel. (3)
CHEST; NOISES; cracking; Sternum; bending chest backward, on (1)
CHEST; OPPRESSION; menses; during (1)
CHEST; PAIN; General; Heart; extending to; shoulder; left (1)
CHEST; PAIN; General; Heart; walking (12)
CHEST; PAIN; General; Heart; walking; amel. (2)
CHEST; PAIN; General; Sides; pressure (6)
CHEST; PAIN; General; Sides; right (66)
CHEST; PAIN; General; Sides; spot, in a (1)
CHEST; PAIN; General; Sides; touch, on (1)
CHEST; PAIN; General; stretching the arm (1)
CHEST; PAIN; pressing; Heart (80)
CHEST; PAIN; pressing; inspiration; deep, on; amel. (1)
CHEST; PAIN; stitching; Heart; apex (2)
CHEST; PAIN; stitching; Heart; walking; amel. (2)
CHEST; PAIN; stitching; left (6)
CHEST; PAIN; stitching; Ribs; between (12)
CHEST; PALPITATION heart (249)
CHEST; PALPITATION heart; coffee, after (3)
CHEST; SENSITIVE; Mammae; Nipples (7)
CHEST; TWITCHING in chest; muscles (21)

CHILL; EVENING; bed; in (50)

COUGH; SCRATCHING, from; throat, in (11)

EAR; DISCOLORATION; redness; concha (2)
EAR; DISCOLORATION; redness; left (1)
EAR; DISCOLORATION; redness; one-sided (16)
EAR; HEAT (123)
EAR; HEAT; afternoon (1)
EAR; HEAT; evening (11)
EAR; HEAT; left (9)
EAR; HEAT; one-sided (8)
EAR; HEAT; redness of one ear, with (2)
EAR; NOISES in; pulsating (11)
EAR; PAIN; General; sore throat, with (7)
EAR; PAIN; pressing; lobule (1)
EAR; PAIN; pressing; right (11)
EAR; PAIN; stitching; air; open; agg. (3)
EAR; PAIN; stitching; deep in (1)
EAR; PAIN; stitching; left (41)
EAR; PAIN; stitching; right (42)
EAR; PULSATION; left (12)
EAR; STOPPED sensation (140)
EAR; STOPPED sensation; right (15)

EXpectoration; TASTE; putrid (60)
EXpectoration; TASTE; sea-weed, like (1)

EXTERNAL THROAT; SWELLING; Cervical Glands (124)
EXTERNAL THROAT; SWELLING; Cervical Glands; painful to touch, pressure (2)

EXTREMITIES – PAIN - elbows – bends of elbow-stitchin pain
EXTREMITIES – PAIN – hips – stitching pain
EXTREMITIES – PAIN – hips – walking – agg. - stitching pain
EXTREMITIES – PAIN – knees - inner side
EXTREMITIES – PAIN – legs – bones – tibia
EXTREMITIES – PAIN – toes - Balls - stitching pain
EXTREMITIES – PAIN – toes - first – stitching pain
EXTREMITIES – PAIN – toes - first – walking agg. - stitching pain
EXTREMITIES; COLDNESS; Foot (226)
EXTREMITIES; COLDNESS; Foot; bed, in; agg. (17)
EXTREMITIES; COLDNESS; Hands (213)
EXTREMITIES; CRACKING; Toe, first (1)
EXTREMITIES; CRAMPS; Leg; calf; left (19)
EXTREMITIES; DISCOLORATION; brown; thigh; spots (3)
EXTREMITIES; ELECTRICAL current, sensation of; Fingers, on touching things (1)
EXTREMITIES; ERUPTIONS; Hand; back of hand; weather, in cold (1)
EXTREMITIES; ERUPTIONS; itching; elbow; bend of (4)
EXTREMITIES; ERUPTIONS; pustules; thigh (16)
EXTREMITIES; ERUPTIONS; urticaria (28)
EXTREMITIES; HEAT; Toes; first (4)
EXTREMITIES; HEAVINESS, tired limbs; leaden (2)
EXTREMITIES; INFLAMMATION; Fingers; third, middle (1)
EXTREMITIES; ITCHING (142)
EXTREMITIES; ITCHING; Buttocks, nates (29)
EXTREMITIES; ITCHING; Leg (73)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Fingers; fifth, little finger (22)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Fingers; fourth, ring finger (22)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Leg (124)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Lower Limbs; afternoon, sitting, while (1)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Lower Limbs; left (12)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Lower Limbs; morning; bed, in (3)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; motion amel. (3)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; sleep, during (1)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Toes (34)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Toes; first (7)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Toes; hot pricking (1)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Upper Limbs; left (47)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Upper Limbs; motion; amel. (9)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; Upper Limbs; right (31)
EXTREMITIES; NUMBNESS, insensitivity; waking, on (8)
EXTREMITIES; PERSPIRATION; Foot; excoriating (23)
EXTREMITIES; PULLING; Legs, downward, as if (1)
EXTREMITIES; PULLING; Upper Limbs (4)
EXTREMITIES; SWELLING; Foot (138)
EXTREMITIES; SWELLING; Leg (84)
EXTREMITIES; SYPHILITIC complaints, Tibia (4)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; BURNING; Ankle; heel, over (1)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; BURNING; Leg; calf; right (1)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; CRAMP, like; Calf (2)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; DRAWING; Fingers; second; joints (3)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; DRAWING; Knee; hollow of; bending knee (1)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; GENERAL; motion, on; amel. (39)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; GENERAL; stretching; when (1)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Lower Limbs; Bones (27)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Lower Limbs; Leg; Tendo-achillis; walking; while (10)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Lower Limbs; Thigh; motion, on; amel. (18)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Lower Limbs; Thigh; right (11)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Fingers (88)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Fingers; closed, when (2)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Hand; grasping anything (35)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Hand; palm; left (2)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Hand; palm; motion, on (1)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Hand; pressure, from (1)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; motion; agg. (48)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; rest, during (2)
EXTREMEITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Shoulder; extending to; neck (5)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Shoulder; morning; rising, on (3)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Shoulder; motion, on (26)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Shoulder; right (63)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; taking hold of anything (14)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Thumb; ball of (9)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; warmth; amel. (6)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Wrist; left (12)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; Wrist; motion, on (24)
EXTREMITY PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Upper Limbs; writing, while; amel. (1)
EXTREMITY PAIN; SORE, bruised; Knee (88)
EXTREMITY PAIN; SORE, bruised; Thumb; ball of (3)
EXTREMITY PAIN; SORE, bruised; Thumb; right (1)
EXTREMITY PAIN; THRUSTING; Forearm (2)

EYE; DRYNESS; canthi; outer (1)
EYE; ERUPTIONS; canthi; external (2)
EYE; FORCED out, as if (2)
EYE; HEAT; in (102)
EYE; HEAVINESS; lids (100)
EYE; PAIN; burning, smarting, biting (238)
EYE; PAIN; burning, smarting, biting; canthi; outer (32)
EYE; PAIN; cutting; left (4)
EYE; PAIN; pressing, pressure; extending; head, into (2)
EYE; PAIN; pressing, pressure; eyes; around (6)
EYE; PAIN; pressing, pressure; eyes; behind (1)
EYE; PAIN; pressing, pressure; left (15)
EYE; PAIN; pressing, pressure; orbits (34)
EYE; PAIN; pressing, pressure; outward (82)
EYE; PAIN; stitching; eyes; about (7)
EYE; PAIN; stitching; motion; agg.; eyes, of (1)
EYE; PAIN; stitching; pressure; agg. (3)
EYE; PAIN; stitching; right (11)
EYE; SWELLING; lids (138)
EYE; TWITCHING; canthi; outer; left (3)
EYE; TWITCHING; lids (101)
EYE; TWITCHING; lids; left; upper (13)

FACE; CONTRACTION (33)
FACE; CONTRACTION; cheeks, sudden (1)
FACE; CONTRACTION; right (3)
FACE; CRACKS; lips; lower; middle of (21)
FACE; DISCOLORATION; bluish; eyes; circles around (117)
FACE; DISCOLORATION; red; bluish red (59)
FACE; ERUPTIONS; acne; forehead (28)
FACE – ERUPTIONS – boils – chin – right side of
FACE; ERUPTIONS; cheeks (74)
FACE; ERUPTIONS; itching (53)
FACE; ERUPTIONS; scurfy; forehead (5)
FACE; NUMBNESS; lips; lower (3)
FACE; PAIN; burning (144)
FACE; PAIN; stitching; eyebrows (14)
FACE; PERSPIRATION (141)
FACE; TENSION of; skin (76)
FACE; TINGLING; mouth, above (1)

FEMALE; IRRITATION; Clitoris (2)
FEMALE; IRRITATION; Pudendum (32)
FEMALE; ITCHING; voluptuous (18)
FEMALE; MENSES; late, too; two days too late (10)
FEMALE; MENSES; profuse (291)
FEMALE; PAIN; cramping; menses; during (4)
FEMALE; PAIN; General; Uterus; restlessness and heaviness, with (1)
FEMALE; SEXUAL; desire; increased; excitement; sexual parts, of, with extreme (2)
FEMALE; SEXUAL; desire; increased; sleep, disturbing (1)
FEMALE; SEXUAL; desire; violent (53)
FEMALE; TINGLING, voluptuous (33)

GENERALITIES; AFTERNOON, one pm. - six pm.; amel. (12)
GENERALITIES; CLOSING; eyes, ailments on (42)
GENERALITIES; CONVULSIONS; epileptic (215)
GENERALITIES; EATING; frequent; amel. (2)
GENERALITIES; ENERGY, lots of (8)
GENERALITIES; FAINTNESS, fainting; tendency; numbness, tingling, with (4)
GENERALITIES; FLABBY feeling (90)
GENERALITIES; FOOD and drinks; almonds, desires (1)
GENERALITIES; FOOD and drinks; apples; agg. (21)
GENERALITIES; FOOD and drinks; apples; amel. (2)
GENERALITIES; FOOD and drinks; chocolate; desires (23)
GENERALITIES; FOOD and drinks; coffee; agg. (68)
GENERALITIES; FOOD and drinks; coffee; desires (48)
GENERALITIES; FOOD and drinks; tea; aversion (16)
GENERALITIES; HEAT; vital, lack of (215)
GENERALITIES; HEMORRHAGE; tendency or actual; blood; coagulate, does not, hemophilia (84)
GENERALITIES; ILL or sick feeling (97)
GENERALITIES; LIGHT; agg.; sunlight (37)
GENERALITIES; NUMBNESS; externally (201)
GENERALITIES; PAIN; radiating (19)
GENERALITIES; PAIN; stitching (152)
GENERALITIES; PERIODICITY (118)
GENERALITIES; SIDE; right (213)
GENERALITIES; STANDING; agg. (144)
GENERALITIES; STRENGTH; increased (5)
GENERALITIES; SUN, from; exposure to; agg. or ailments from (70)
GENERALITIES; SUN, from; exposure to; agg. or ailments from; sunburn (27)
GENERALITIES; VOMITING; amel. (27)
GENERALITIES; WEAKNESS, enervation, exhaustion, prostration, infirmity; muscles (107)
GENERALITIES; WEAKNESS, enervation, exhaustion, prostration, infirmity; Joints; ligaments (1)
GENERALITIES; WEAKNESS, enervation, exhaustion, prostration, infirmity (667)

HEAD – PAIN – forehead – drawing pain
HEAD PAIN; BURNING; motion; agg. (2)
HEAD PAIN; CUTTING, darting, stabbing; knife, as with a (16)
HEAD PAIN; GENERAL; extending to; teeth (31)
HEAD PAIN; GENERAL; increasing gradually (11)
HEAD PAIN; GENERAL; noise, from (92)
HEAD PAIN; LOCALIZATION; Forehead; motion; rapid (2)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; burning (8)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; Forehead; evening (26)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; Forehead; extending; temples, to (5)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; Forehead; inward (43)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; Forehead; pressure; amel. (9)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; motion, on (27)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; Occiput (165)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; pulsating (6)
HEAD PAIN; PRESSING; sleep; amel. (1)
HEAD PAIN; PULSATING, throbbing; motion agg. (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; dull (4)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; extending; eyes; to (5)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Forehead; extending to; outward (5)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Forehead; pulsating (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Forehead; sides of; right (38)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Occiput; sides of; extending; upward (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Occiput; sides of; left (12)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; pressure amel. (7)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Temples; bending head; backward amel. (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Temples; drawing (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Temples; extending; eyes, to (5)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Temples; extending; forehead, to and across (7)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Temples; extending; teeth, to (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Temples; pulsating (2)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Temples; right (44)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Temples; right; left, to (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Vertex; left (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Vertex; paroxysmal (2)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Vertex; pressure amel. (1)
HEAD PAIN; STITCHING; Vertex; right (1)
HEAD; CRACKLING sensation in; turning the head, when (1)
HEAD; DANDRUFF; white (9)
HEAD; DRYNESS; Scalp (2)
HEAD; ERUPTIONS; margin of hair (21)
HEAD; ERUPTIONS; scales; fine (2)
HEAD; ERUPTIONS; scales; white (8)
HEAD; ERUPTIONS; scurfy (21)
HEAD; HAIR; affections of; brittleness (7)
HEAD; HAIR; affections of; dryness (25)
HEAD; LOOSENESS, sensation of; Brain, of; turning the head (3)
HEAD; PERSPIRATION, Scalp; chill; during (10)

MIND; ACTIVITY (127)
MIND; ACTIVITY; desire for (15)
MIND; ANGER, irascibility; tendency (254)
MIND; ANXIETY (379)
MIND; ANXIETY; alone, when (22)
MIND; ANXIETY; dark, in (13)
MIND; CONFUSION of mind (330)
MIND; CONFUSION of mind; evening; agg. (77)
MIND; CONFUSION of mind; headache; with (21)
MIND; CONFUSION of mind; location, about (5)
MIND; CONSOLATION; agg. (43)
MIND; COWARDICE (91)
MIND; DREAMS; accidents, of (40)
MIND; DREAMS; animals, of; lions (1)
MIND; DREAMS; cares, full of (24)
MIND; DREAMS; child, children; about (27)
MIND; DREAMS; clairvoyant (13)
MIND; DREAMS; crimes; witnessed (1)
MIND; DREAMS; dead; bodies; dissecting (5)
MIND; DREAMS; dead; infants (2)
MIND; DREAMS; disease (44)
MIND; DREAMS; disgusting (33)
MIND; DREAMS; driving out of bed (1)
MIND; DREAMS; fire (75)
MIND; DREAMS; journey (55)
MIND; DREAMS; knives (5)
MIND; DREAMS; merry (3)
MIND; DREAMS; murder (60)
MIND; DREAMS; perplexing (2)
MIND; DREAMS; plans (2)
MIND; DREAMS; rape (6)
MIND; DREAMS; shooting; shot, of being (5)
MIND; DREAMS; threats (3)
MIND; DREAMS; train; stop, does not, where he thinks it will (1)
MIND; DREAMS; true, seem, on waking (13)
MIND; DREAMS; unremembered (97)
MIND; DREAMS; work (11)
MIND; FORGETFULNESS (203)
MIND; FORGOTTEN; things come to mind in sleep (2)
MIND; HEEDLESS, careless (90)
MIND; IDEAS; abundant, clearness of mind (117)
MIND; INDIFFERENCE, apathy (268)
MIND; IRRESOLUTION, indecision; trifles, about (7)
MIND; IRRITABILITY (445)
MIND; IRRITABILITY; dentition, during (21)
MIND; IRRITABILITY; menses; before (32)
MIND; IRRITABILITY; menses; during; agg. (46)
MIND; IRRITABILITY; waking, on; agg. (61)
MIND; JESTING (51)
MIND; MEMORY; weakness, loss of (296)
MIND; MISTAKES, makes; objects, about (2)
MIND; MISTAKES, makes; writing, in; omitting; letters (19)
MIND; SENSITIVE, oversensitive (203)
MIND; TALK, talking, talks; indisposed to, desire to be silent, taciturn (255)
MIND; THINKING; ailments, complaints, of; agg. (71)
MIND; TIMIDITY; bashful (52)
MIND; WEEPING, tearful mood; tendency (269)

MOUTH; ABSCESS; Gums (26)
MOUTH; APHTHAE (141)
MOUTH; APHTHAE; burning (6)
MOUTH; APHTHAE; Gums (5)
MOUTH; APHTHAE; Palate (10)
MOUTH; APHTHAE; small and sore (1)
MOUTH; APHTHAE; white; edges red (1)
MOUTH; APHTHAE; yellowish base (1)
MOUTH; DESQUAMATION; Cheek, inside (1)
MOUTH; ERUPTIONS; vesicles, lips, inside; lower (1)
MOUTH; PAIN; sore; gums; chewing, while (4)
MOUTH; PAIN; sore; gums; inner side of (8)
MOUTH; PAIN; sore; gums; morning (1)
MOUTH; PAIN; stitching; palate (30)
MOUTH; SWELLING; Gums; painful; chewing, while (3)
MOUTH; SWELLING; Palate; arch (7)

NOSE; CATARRH; right (1)
NOSE; CORYZA (267)
NOSE; CORYZA; discharge; with, fluent; warm room (8)
NOSE; CORYZA; eye complaints, with (16)
NOSE; CORYZA; left (14)
NOSE; CORYZA; morning; agg. (35)
NOSE; CORYZA; right (12)
NOSE; DISCHARGE; bloody; blowing the nose, when (3)
NOSE; DISCHARGE; crusts, scabs, inside (129)
NOSE; DISCHARGE; thick (146)
NOSE; DISCHARGE; watery (162)
NOSE; DISCHARGE; white (54)
NOSE; DISCHARGE; yellowish green; bloody, and (1)
NOSE; DRYNESS; inside (197)
NOSE; ITching; crawling and tickling; inside (113)
NOSE; ITching; crawling and tickling; nostrils (20)
NOSE; ITching; crawling and tickling; right (8)
NOSE; OBSTRUCTION (211)
NOSE; OBSTRUCTION; right (31)
NOSE; OBSTRUCTION; warm room; agg. (22)
NOSE; SNEEZING; coryza; with (53)
NOSE; SNEEZING; warm room, in (4)
PERSPIRATION; COLD (188)
PERSPIRATION; MENSES; during (31)
PERSPIRATION; NIGHT (204)
PERSPIRATION; PERSPIRATION in general (206)
PERSPIRATION; STOOL; during (24)

RECTUM – HEMORRHOIDS – painfull – burning, smarting
RECTUM; DIARRHEA; morning (139)
RECTUM; FLATUS; burning (2)
RECTUM; FLATUS; night (17)
RECTUM; FLATUS; offensive (135)
RECTUM; PAIN; burning; stool; after (138)

RESPIRATION; ASPHYXIA (17)
RESPIRATION; DEEP; desire to breathe (100)

SKIN; ERUPTIONS; General; sun, from (6)

SLEEP; DREAMING; afternoon; siesta, during (13)
SLEEP; FALLING ASLEEP; difficult; waking, after (6)
SLEEP; FALLING ASLEEP; late (166)
SLEEP; SHORT; refreshes (15)
SLEEP; SLEEPINESS; afternoon; agg.; two pm. (9)
SLEEP; SLEEPINESS; morning; rising; after; agg. (21)
SLEEP; SLEEPINESS; riding, while (10)
SLEEP; UNREFRESHING (228)
SLEEP; WAKING; early, too; going to sleep late, and (16)
SLEEP; WAKING; frequent (232)
SLEEP; WAKING; frequent; heat, as from (1)
SLEEP; WAKING; heat; from and with (40)
SLEEP; WAKING; menses; during agg.; flowing in gushes, from (1)
SLEEP; WAKING; midnight; after (39)
SLEEP; WAKING; palpitation, with (39)
SLEEP; YAWNING; frequent; evening (6)
SLEEP; YAWNING; respiration; difficult, with (3)
SLEEP; YAWNING; sleepiness; without (42)

SMELL; ACUTE (97)
SMELL; ODORS; imaginary and real; burnt (9)
SMELL; ODORS; imaginary and real; fishbrine, of (5)
SMELL; ODORS; imaginary and real; putrid (32)

SPEECH & VOICE; SPEECH; difficult (128)

STOMACH; APPETITE; increased; hunger in general; headache; during (26)
STOMACH; APPETITE; increased; hunger in general; pain in stomach; with (5)
STOMACH; APPETITE; increased; hunger in general; sudden (2)
STOMACH; APPETITE; insatiable (39)
STOMACH; APPETITE; ravenous; canine; excessive (198)
STOMACH; APPETITE; wanting (290)
STOMACH; APPETITE; wanting; coryza; during (1)
STOMACH; EMPTINESS; weak feeling; faintness; goneness; hungry feeling (243)
STOMACH; ERUCTATIONS; eggs; spoiled, like (27)
STOMACH; ERUCTATIONS; General; eating; after (111)
STOMACH; OBSTRUCTION of pylorus; sensation of (3)

TEETH; PAIN; drawing (118)
TEETH; PAIN; drawing; afternoon (3)
TEETH; PAIN; drawing; cold, from (3)
TEETH; PAIN; drawing; molars, bicuspids; lower; left; hollow teeth (2)
TEETH; PAIN; drawing; pulsating (3)
TEETH; PAIN; drawing; upper (3)
TEETH; PAIN; General; cold; anything; agg. (61)
TEETH; PAIN; General; left (35)
TEETH; PAIN; General; touch; agg. (63)
TEETH; PAIN; General; upper; left (10)
TEETH; PAIN; stitching, stinging, shooting; incisors; upper (5)
TEETH; PAIN; stitching, stinging, shooting; right (8)
TEETH; WISDOM teeth, ailments from eruption of (8)

THROAT; HAWK, disposition to; roughness, from (1)
THROAT; PAIN; General (174)
THROAT; PAIN; General; left (35)
THROAT; PAIN; General; right (39)
THROAT; PAIN; General; swallowing; on (212)
THROAT; PAIN; pressing; extending to; ear (5)
THROAT; PAIN; pressing; swallowing, on; agg. (20)
THROAT; SCRAPING (163)
THROAT; SENSITIVE (68)

URINE; PROFUSE, increased (282)

VERTIGO; VERTIGO (363)